YOU ARE HERE. Right now, you are a Career and Technical Education student. You are exploring your options, figuring out what you like, what you do well and who you want to be. You are learning the skills, earning the certifications and college credit, and getting real experience. We are giving you the support and guidance you need to get you where you want to be. The sky is the limit.

AUTO MECHANIC
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY INSTRUCTOR

ASSOCIATE’S OR TECHNICAL DEGREE
• APPRENTICE TECHNICIAN
• SERVICE WRITER
• WARRANTY BOOKER

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA LEVEL
• PORTER
• OIL CHANGE TECHNICIAN
• TIRE TECHNICIAN

BACHELOR’S DEGREE OR HIGHER
• AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER
• AUTO MECHANIC
• AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY INSTRUCTOR

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY

THIS IS tech
BRANCH OUT